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Time Will Call Your Name
Scorpions

Song:The Time Will Call Your Name
Album:Pure Instinc
Artist:Scorpions

Intro:
   2x
(Em Bb#4)

e-------------------|
B-------------------|
G-------------------|
D-------------------|
A-------1-----------|
E-0-3-5----0-3-5-0--|

  C
They re days that make you fly
 Bb#4
They re days you wanna cry
 Am                                C
Sometimes the walls come tumbling down
 C
They re moments in the dark
 Bb#4
When pain just floods your heart
 Am                         C
And you surrender one more time

 Gm                         Dm                                Gm
Just take a walk out in the rain (just take a walk out in the rain)
                                 Dm               D#
With every drop that fallsy You know the sun will shine again

--Repete a introduÃ§Ã£o com uma pequena alteraÃ§Ã£o (Em Emb5 Bb#4)

  C
They re days you re naturally high
 Bb#4
They re days you wanna die
 Am                                C
Sometimes your world goes down in flames
  C
They re moments deep in love
 Bb#4
But when it breaks your heart
 Am                          C
You just surrender one more time



 Gm                          Dm                                Gm
Just take a walk out in the rain (just take a walk out in the rain)
                             Dm                    D#
With every step you make you learn that life means constant change

   D5        Bb5             F5        A5
  Tomorrow s all that counts as life goes round  n round
   Bb5       C5            Bb5         C5    C#5 D5
  You gotta draw the line goodbye yesterday
             Bb5             F5       A5
  Tomorrow s all that counts as life goes round  n round
  Bb5        C5             Bb5                  C5
  And if you keep the faith time will call your name

Bridge----------------------

 Gm                     Dm                           Gm
Take a walk out in the rain (take a walk out in the rain)
                            Dm           D#
With every breath you take you feel your soul is free again

   D5        Bb5             F5        A5
  Tomorrow s all that counts as life goes round  n round
   Bb5       C5            Bb5         C5    C#5 D5
  You gotta draw the line goodbye yesterday
             Bb5             F5       A5
  Tomorrow s all that counts as life goes round  n round
  Bb5        C5             Bb5                  C5
  And if you keep the faith time will call your name

Acordes: EADGBe

Em 022000    D5 x577xx Bb#4 010220  Bb5 x133xx

Am 002210    F5 133xxx C 032010     A5 x022xx

Gm 355333    C5 x355xx Dm x57765    C5# x466xx D# x68886

I Think It Is A Good Acoustical song.


